In this note are described the global DC closed orbit correction experiments conducted on the X-ray ring at National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). The beam response matrix, defined as beam motion at BPM locations per unit kick by corrector magnets, was measured and then inverted using the technique of singular value decomposition (SVD). The product of the inverted matrix and the difference orbit gives the incremental kick strengths necessary to correct the orbit. As a result, the r.m.s. orbit error around the ring was reduced from 208 ~m to 61 ~m.
1.

Introduction
The third generation synchrotron light sources, such as the APS, are characterized by low emittance of the charged particle beams and high brightness of the photon beam's radiated from insertion devices. Transverse stability of the particle beams is a crucialelement in achieving these goals and the APS will implement extensive beam position feedback systems, which include 320 corrector magnets, 360 positron beam position monitors distributed around the storage ring, miniature BPMs for insertion device beam lines, and photon beam position monitors at the end of the X-ray beam lines.
The beam position feedback systems can largely be divided into the global and local feedback systems according to the extent of correction, and the DC and AC feedback systems according to the bandwidth of correction. DC correction of the beam positions, as the name implies, is a slow process with sub-Hz bandwidth and is typically done with an integral control algorithm with unity gain for full correction and less-than-unity gain for partial correction. In contrast, AC correction is a fast process with wide bandwidth (typically 10 -100 Hz), and the APS will employ the proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) control algorithm to ensure stability with minimal noise inftltration. 1 ,2 In this note, we will present the results of global DC beam position feedback experiments conducted on the X-ray ring of the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). Integral control with full correction was used, and the technique of singular value decomposition (SVD) was used to invert the response matrix. The product of the inverted matrix and the difference orbit gives the incremental kick strengths necessary to correct the orbit.
The rest of this note will consist of description of the theory of SVD for application to global beam position correction in Section 2 and the measurement results in Section 3.
Summary will be given in Section 4.
Theory
Global correction of the closed orbit is done with a set of corrector magnets distributed around the ring and a set of beam position monitors (BPMs). Let M be the number of BPMs and let N be the number of correctors. Changes in the corrector strengths .6.0 bring about changes in the closed orbit .6.x, and we assume that they are linearly related The inverse matrix of R, which we call Rinv, uniquely exists such that Thus, the eigenvalues represent the coupling efficiency between the t-correctors and tBPMs.
Since the W matrix has dimension M x N, some of the columns are all zeroes when M < N and some of the rows are all zeroes when M > N. Let us first consider the case when M < N. We can see immediately that there are at least (N -M) t-correctors which have no corresponding non-zero eigenvalues and contribute nothing as far as orbit correction is concerned. Therefore, these t-correctors can be set to any arbitrary values, but for the purpose of minimizing the norm of the vector ~ij, they are set to zero. Simiarly, if M> N, then we have at least (M -N) t-BPMs which cannot be changed since they have no coupling to the correctors. This imposes a limitation on how much the closed orbit can be corrected with a given number of correctors. The finite capacity of the power supplies is another limiting factor and will be discussed later.
One great advantage of SVD is that we can know in advance whether a given matrix is singular or not before trying to invert the matrix and remove the singularities if so desired. From Eq. (2.5), we write the inverse of the matrix R as (2.10) where the N x M matrix W mv is constructed by inverting the eigenvalues and then taking the transpose of the matrix. If M ~ N, W·Winv is equal to the the M x M identity matrix, but Winv'W has only M unity elements in the diagonal axis and all others are equal to zero.
If any of the eigenvalues is equal to zero, that is, if the matrix R is singular, these singularities can be removed simply by putting
rather than a large number in the inverse matrix Winy. This technique can be extended to the cases when the matrix is nearly singular, that is, when some of the eigenvalues satisfy
where the singularity criterion E is a preset small number and represents the desired accuracy of feedback. Wmax is the greatest of the eigenvalues. We now write W inv, with the indices i and j in the ranges 1 ~ i ~ Nand 1 ~ j ~ M, as where
Wj ~ EWmax otherwise and similarly for qj. For a given matrix R, let us define Em(R) of the matrix R as Em(R) = max {E I Wj > E Wmax for all Wj * O}, (2.13) (2.14)
That is, Em is the largest possible value for E in order to retain all non-zero eigenvalues.
Now that removal of singularities has become trivial, we will assume for simplicity that R is not singular in the following discussion unless noted otherwise. When E is equal to 0, all the non-zero eigenvalues are kept, and we will have the most accurate feedback. However, this comes at the cost of more robust power supplies for the corrector magnets.
In the other extreme case, when E is equal to 1, Rinv is identically zero, and there is no feedback. Now, from the above consideration, the pseudo-inverse of R defined in Eq. (2.10) Generally, when t > trn, the corrector strength is not unique but we always have 1.6.6311 ;;:::
1.6.621, since .6.62·Q·.6.61 = .6.6i·Q·.6.01 = O. Besides this, when optimizing the corrector strength, it also has to be considered that the magnet current should not exceed the limit for individual correctors.
Simulation of NSLS X-ray Ring
In this section we will discuss simulation of DC global beam position feedback on the NSLS X-ray ring using the model functions ~ and 0/, and in the next section we will present the measurement results. In Table 3 .1 are shown the model ~ and 0/ functions in the vertical direction at locations of BPMs (48) and corrector magnets (39). The nominal vertical tune of the machine is Vv = 6.2. From this table, we can construct the response matrix R as given by Eq. (2.2) and calculate the inverse matrix Rinv by using SVD. The result can be used to simulate beam position correction and estimate its efficiency in terms of the residual orbit error and the required changes in the corrector strength.
For a particle of momentum p, the relation between the angular deflection .6.e and the magnet current change M is obtained from The increment in the magnet current,6,1 can then be obtained from Eqs. For simulation of beam position correction on the NSLS X-ray ring, a sample of uncorrected orbit with Lm.s. orbit error of 208 ~m relative to the reference orbit "orbit44" was taken as the initial state. The response matrix R was calculated from the betatron functions listed in Table 3 .1. For different values of E, the pseudo-inverse matrix Rinv was then calculated, which gives changes in the magnet current and resulting reduction in orbit error. The result is summarized in Table 3 .2. For smaller E, the r.m.s. orbit error is smaller, but the price is the larger changes in the corrector strengths.
Measurement Results
In this section, we will present the results of global vertical orbit correction experiments on the X-ray ring of NSLS. All of the 48 BPMs and 39 correctors as listed in Table 3 .1 were used, except for the Xl V3, X4V17, and X5V17 correctors. 
Summary
In this note, we presented the theory and application of the singular value decomposition (SVD) for DC global correction of the vertical closed orbit in the NSLS Xray ring. The method is, in principle, equivalent to inversion of the matrix, and the matrix in our case is the response matrix, which is the ratio of orbit motion per unit change in the corrector strength. Using SVD, either the residual orbit error (M ~ N) or the r.m.s.
corrector strength change (M ::; N) is absolutely minimized. This means that given the initial difference orbit, no other correction algorithm can further reduce these. This was proven by introducing the concepts of t-BPMs and t-correctors, which are appropriate linear combinations, or transforms, of the actual BPMs and correctors.
Considering the limitation on the corrector power supplies, the important parameter is the singularity criterion E for SVD, which represents the degree of correction accuracy.
For the most accurate correction, E is set to less than Em, but this will result in large changes in the corrector strength. When this is unacceptably large due to the current limit of the power supply, E must be increased to a value less than 1. When E is equal to 1, there is no correction. Therefore, by adjusting E, orbit corrections can be optimized in terms of the desired orbit error and the corrector strength limit.
As a result of the correction using SVD with E = 0.002, the r.m.s. orbit error in the vertical plane was reduced to 61 !-lm from 138 !-lm due to harmonic correction. The uncorrected orbit had 208 !-lm orbit error. The corrector current change ranged from -4.85
A to 2.27 A, with the r.m.s. of 1.41 A.
The computer code used for this work is highly modularized so that it can be easily applied to closed orbit correction in other storage rings with proper I/O interface to the beam position monitors and corrector magnets. It also can be used for simulation and diagnosis of an orbit correction system if the response matrix, or alternatively the beta function, phase, and tune, is known. Such analysis for the APS storage ring is now being undertaken and will be published in the near future.
